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***** Print on Demand *****.For Taylin being fifteen was strange enough. Now an unexplainable
scent is raging from her body and no amount of showers or perfume will cover it. She narrowly
escapes the attack of a mysterious creature. And suddenly, she can hear the thoughts inside Daniel
Thompson s mind. Taylin turns to her best friend, Janie, for help. She soon finds herself drawn into
a completely different reality from what she knew. Secrets unfold as she learns that Nephilim Giants
live amongst us. An elite group of soldiers, The Children of the Seers, fight a silent war to keep the
world safe from catastrophic occurrences. Taylin discovers that she is a Seer and begins to unravel
the mystery surrounding her father s disappearance. The first threat on hand, the Seers must stop
Adelbaum Beckenbauer from stealing the ancient Nephilim Giant bones that are on display at the
Museum of Archeological Finds.
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Reviews
Basically no words to describe. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am just pleased to let you know that this is actually the greatest publication i have
read within my individual lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Pr of. Ron Ga ylor d II
It in a single of the most popular ebook. It really is simplified but excitement in the fi y percent from the pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Joy La ng osh
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